PER-APP-VPN
INTRODUCTION
VPN means Virtual Private Network and offers the possibility to access the network from
outside of the firm. MobiVisor-VPN encrypts the web traffic of your employees in
real-time. If a mobile device quits safe firm WLAN, an encrypted connection to the firm
server is built up and the device is protected in unsafe/ open WLAN.
FUNCTIONS
MobiVisor VPN guarantees encrypted traffic in order to prevent the interception of
Emails or online communication, which not only implies E-Mail but all sorts of
communication applications. With MobiVisor VPN you have a high device protection
which guards your firm mobile devices from Ransomware and harmful content. End
users are prevented from visiting harmful websites or phishing sites. That way browser
protection is ensured. MobiVisor-VPN offers a modern ultralight technology for a low
system load and high performance.
VPN VS. PER-APP-VPN
VPNs are mostly offered as a Whole-Device-VPN. That means that you cannot define the
apps and domains which should run via VPN. This requires that the whole traffic of a
device runs via VPN. If you use more devices, the traffic is summarized which involves
undesired server overload and performance degradation. Protect your resources and
therefore use our Per-App-VPN.
PER-APP-VPN
Per-App-VPN enables the individual selection of apps which should be activated for VPN.
Here are two variants: inhouse-VPN and custom-SSL.
Inhouse-VPN means that you use our VPN; custom-SSL in contrast enables the usage of
any VPN chosen by you. We prepare the configurations in both cases.
UNCOMPLICATED SETUP
The configuration of MobiVisor-VPN is made via the MDM-Portal and can be shared with
all other mobile devices remotely. That saves you annoying drive and transport ways. Do
you need help for the setup? If required, you get support from our staff for free!
As soon as the configurations are arrived on the devices, you don’t need to do anything
more. The device is protected immediately.
(iOS solely requires the configurations. For Android there must be downloaded our VPN
application on the device additionally.)

HOME OFFICE FOR EVERYONE!
Thanks to simple pre-configuration of the MobiVisor-VPN no other cumbersome
handgrips on the device are needed. So, our solution is suitable for all users without any

technical knowledge. We enable home office for everyone. What do you wait for? Enable
working from everywhere for your staff!
TECHNICAL DETAILS

After the users log in on their devices, requests are sent from the MDM server to the
Web and VPN servers for the creation of VPN-certificates. These confirm the certificates
and send them back to the MDM server.
The configurations are created in the admin interface and are sent to the devices.
Afterwards, requests are sent via the VPN-tunnel to the internal servers. These requests
differ from the VPN usage of the users.

